SLMPRO1
FLUSH FACE SYSTEM

Assembly and Installation Instructions
Carefully select the location of your sign to be sure that it will be readily visible
to those for which it is intended. Before installing any sign, be sure that
the installation does not obstruct traffic or hamper local utilities,
landscape, maintenance, snow-plowing, etc...

Assembly Detail
Flush Reveal
Flush Faces
Polystyrene 1"
Core

Double Post Mount
Step 1

Square Post

Frame .063" Panel

•Carefully unpack the posts and frame assembly from the
shipping cartons. Laying the posts on the ground (use
shipping cartons underneath to avoid damage), slide the
frame assembly into the appropriate post slots from the
bottom until the frame is flush to the post caps, which are
attached prior to shipping.
•Slide the locking squares into the post slots flush to the
bottom of the frame and tighten in position using an
allen wrench.

Step 2
•Laying the assembled sign on the
ground as a guide, dig a 8" diameter
x 30" min. deep hole.
*Note: Check local ordinances for
minimum sign post embedment in
your area.
•Insert the sign posts into the holes
and fill each hole with concrete.
•Level the sign both horizontally
and vertically.
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Flag Mount
Step 1
•Carefully unpack the post from the shipping carton.
Laying the post on the ground as a guide,
(use the shipping carton underneath to avoid damage),
dig a 8" diameter x 30" min. deep hole.
*Note: Check local ordinances for minimum sign post
embedment in your area.
•Insert the sign post into the hole, making sure the
slot is in the correct position and fill the hole with
concrete.
•Level the post both horizontally and vertically.

Position slot
to insure correct
direction of the sign

Assembly Detail
Post Cap
and
Screws
Post

Step 2
•Once the concrete is set, unpack the frame assembly
and slide it into the appropriate post slot until the
top of the frame is level with the top of the post.
•Using an allen wrench, tighten the set screw or
locking square to secure the frame in the post.
30"
•To complete the assembly attach the post cap
Min.
to the top of the post using the two screws
supplied.
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(2) Aluminum Wall Mounting Brackets
Secure Sign to Wall Surface

Wall Mount
Step 1

Screw Groove

Carefully unpack the sign assembly from the
shipping carton.
Hold sign with brackets installed to wall and level.
Lightly mark the horizontal tops and bottoms
of the wall brackets and mark the "Screw Groove
Locations" on all four corners of the wall
brackets with a vertical mark.

Top Mounting Holes

Wall Surface

Step 2
Remove the mounting brackets from the sign
and align them back up to your horizontal and
vertical marks .
Mark and drill the mounting locations.

Step 3

Sign Body

Fasten brackets to the wall per your
markings using appropriate
countersunk fasteners,
not supplied.

Assembly Detail

Step 4
Slide Sign into brackets and
screw together with screws
removed in Step 2.
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